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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1Results of Draonid 2011 observationsfrom the BRAMS networkStijn Calders1, Cis Verbeek2, Hervé Lamy1, Sylvain Ranvier1, and Manu Gamby1

1 Belgian Institute for Spae Aeronomy, Ringlaan 3, 1180 Brussels, Belgiumstijn.alders�aeronomie.be
2 Royal Observatory of Belgium, Ringlaan 3, 1180 Brussels, BelgiumIn this paper, the appliability of the Observability Funtion (OF) to the BRAMS network is pre-sented. Preliminary results are shown taking into aount only geometry. Radiation patterns of theantennas are assumed to be isotropi. Manual ounts for the Draonids outburst in 2011 obtainedwith the BRAMS network data are presented. The di�erenes between the di�erent stations aredisussed in terms of the OFs and other parameters.1 IntrodutionIn 2009, the Belgian Institute for Spae Aeronomy(BISA) initiated the development of BRAMS, a Bel-gian network of radio reeiving stations using forwardsattering tehniques to detet meteors. This projet isarried out in ollaboration with about 20 Belgian ra-dio amateurs or groups of amateur astronomers whihhost several reeiving stations throughout the ountry(Calders and Lamy, 2012).Due to di�erent geometries and radiation patterns ofthe emitting and reeiving antenna, the ounts obtainedat di�erent stations during a meteor shower are di�er-ent. The Observability Funtion (OF) is introdued inSetion 2 to ompensate for these di�erenes and toenable a diret omparison of these ounts. In prini-ple the orreted meteor ounts (i.e., observed meteorounts divided by OF) should beome quite similar andgive a (relative, not absolute) estimate of the real num-ber of meteors. In Setion 3, the OF is tentatively ap-plied to the observations obtained by 11 BRAMS ob-servers during the Draonids 2011 outburst.2 Observability FuntionThe OF is a funtion that represents the sensitivity ofa partiular forward satter setup to detet underdensemeteors of a given shower at a given time t (Verbeek,1997). If the OF at time t1 is twie as big as the OFat time t2, and the meteor ativity is onstant, thenthe set-up will observe twie as many shower meteorsat t1 than at t2. The OF is a number that varies witheah on�guration of the transmitter and reeiver (eahreeiving station in the ase of BRAMS) and with theposition of the radiant of the meteor shower (hene withtime).The alulation of the OF ours in two steps. Firstonly geometrial aspets are taken into aount. Thoseplaes in the sky where meteors from a given showerwould satisfy the right geometrial onditions to providea speular re�etion of radio waves from the transmitter

to the reeiver are alulated. This is similar to �ndingthe plae on a mirror where an observer (reeiver) willsee the image of a lamp (transmitter), i.e., where thelight from the lamp is re�eted straight to the observer(Wislez, 2006). The lous of these plaes forms a sur-fae in the sky. Figure 1 illustrates the referene frameused to alulate the OF for a given on�guration oftransmitter (T ) and reeiver (R).

Figure 1 � Choie of the oordinate system in Figures 2, 3,and 4.The origin of the frame is at the Earth's enter. The
z-axis is the vertial in the half-distane point between
T and R, the x-axis is the line at z = 0 parallel tothe line joining T and R. The y-axis is de�ned suhthat (x, y, z) is a right-handed system. Figures 2, 3and 4 show the loation of the possible re�etion pointsat 100 km altitude for underdense meteors from theDraonid shower when the transmitter is the BRAMSbeaon loated in Dourbes and the reeivers are loatedin Hove, Harelbeke (BRAMS stations), and Epinay-sur-Orge (Frane), respetively. Note that when �xing thealtitude, we restrit the surfae of possible re�etionpoints to a urve.
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Figure 2 � The potential re�etion point urve (projeted onthe xy-plane) for underdense Draonid meteors during theDraonid peak for Dourbes�Hove. The distane Dourbes�Hove is 117 km.

Figure 3 � The potential re�etion point urve (projetedon the xy-plane) for underdense Draonid meteors duringthe Draonid peak for Dourbes�Harelbeke. The distaneDourbes�Harelbeke is 120 km.

Figure 4 � The potential re�etion point urve (projeted onthe xy-plane) for underdense Draonid meteors during theDraonid peak for Dourbes�Epinay-sur-Orge. The distaneDourbes�Epinay-sur-Orge is 226 km.As expeted, the urves for Hove and Harelbeke are verydi�erent beause the baselines T�R are almost at 90◦to eah other and the positions of the possible speular

re�etion points must be very di�erent. However, sinethe OF is alulated in a oordinate system enteredon T and R, hene di�erent for eah station, a diretomparison is not so obvious. The urrent version of thesoftware does not inlude a onversion of these urves toa ommon referene frame (geographial oordinates),but this shall be implemented soon.The seond step in the determination of the OF is toalulate for eah point on these urves the strength ofthe signal reeived at R. This signal strength dependsessentially on three fators (MKinley, 1961):1. the geometry of the system T�R�meteor path (ge-ometrial distanes of T and R to the re�etionpoint, orientation of the meteor path, et.);2. the antenna gains in the diretion of the re�etionpoints; and3. the power emitted and the sensitivity of the reep-tion hain (able losses, reeiver noise �oor, et.).The OF is the integral (or sum in a disrete ase) of thesignal strength along all the speular re�etion points.Unfortunately, at the moment, the exat radiation pat-terns for the transmitter in Dourbes and the di�erentreeivers have not been measured yet, so in the followingwe will assume as a very preliminary step an isotropiradiation pattern for all antennas.3 Draonids 2011The raw ounts of meteor ehoes during the period from
19h00m to 21h00m UT are presented in Figure 5 for11 di�erent BRAMS radio observers. The meteor re-�etions were ounted manually during periods of 10minutes, without making any distintion between shortand long re�etions. The main peak around 20h10mUT is learly visible in data of all observers. The totalraw ounts vary between 178 (J.-L. Rault, Epinay-sur-Orge, Frane, most distant reeiver loated south of thebeaon at 226 km) and 1177 (F. Dubois, Langemark, lo-ated west of the beaon at 150 km). Note that mostreeiving stations measure total raw ounts around 368.It is not lear yet why the Langemark station saw manymore ehoes than the other BRAMS stations.The raw ounts are orreted by alulating the OF forthe di�erent radio observers every 10 minutes and divid-ing the raw ounts by the OF. Note that the orretedounts are a relative measure: they provide the theo-retial real number of meteors up to an unknown fator(whih is the same for all observers). As mentioned inSetion 2, one would expet that the orreted meteorounts for di�erent observers would be quite similar toeah other. Looking at Figure 6, this is not the ase,however. One very plausible reason is that there wasno distintion between underdense and overdense me-teors in the ounts. As an be seen from the spetro-gram shown in Figure 7, there were a lot of long-lasting
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Figure 5 � The raw 10-minute ounts from 11 di�erent radioobservers for the time around the maximum.

Figure 6 � The orreted 10-minute ounts from 11 di�erentradio observers for the time around the maximum.ehoes during the Draonids burst with very strangeshapes. For these ehoes, the speular re�etion ondi-tion is de�nitely not valid. Another reason ould be aontamination of the Draonid meteors by the sporadibakground meteors as we did not apply any statisti-al orretion yet. Finally, inorret assumptions in thealulation of the OF is another important fator, e.g.,an isotropi radiation pattern of the beaon and the re-eiving antenna. It should also be noted that the OFis only a rough estimate of the real sensitivity of thesystem for deteting underdense shower meteors. Morereliable estimates of the real absolute meteor ativityan be obtained by �ux density alulations (see Su-leymanova et al. (2007); Verbeek and Ryabova (2011);and Belkovih et al. (2006)).4 Conlusions and future workRaw 10-minute meteor ounts observed during the Dra-onid peak on Otober 8, 2011, were presented for 11stations of the BRAMS network. An attempt was madeto orret them with the use of an Observability Fun-tion. The orreted ounts for the di�erent observers

Figure 7 � Spetrogram of the station in Hove at 20
h
10

mUT. There were a lot of long-lasting ehoes during the Dra-onids burst with very strange shapes.remain very di�erent. This is probably due to a om-bination of fators: (1) the assumption of an isotropiradiation pattern of the antennas is learly wrong; and(2) there was no distintion between underdense andoverdense meteors, nor between Draonids and sporadimeteors. Nevertheless, we showed the loations of thespeular re�etion points at a given altitude for threedi�erent stations to illustrate that the geometrial partof the OF software is already working. In the future,the radiation pattern of the beaon antenna in Dourbesand of some of the reeiving BRAMS antennas will bemeasured. The sensitivity of the reeption hain will bearefully measured as well. With all this information,the OF alulations should in priniple provide muhbetter results. The OF software will then be appliedto other meteor showers for whih a areful distintionwill be made between underdense and overdense meteorehoes and for whih the sporadi bakground will bestatistially estimated.The latest information on the projet an be found onour website, http://brams.aeronomie.be. The OFsoftware has been written by Cis Verbeek in C++ and ismaintained by Stijn Calders. The soure ode and theexeutables that are used to generate the plots an bedownloaded from this website.AknowledgementsBRAMS is a projet of the Belgian Institute for SpaeAeronomy whih is funded by the Belgian Solar-Ter-restrial Centre of Exellene1 (STCE). This projet isarried out in ollaboration with many radio amateursfrom Belgium. We would like to thank them for theirpartiipation in this projet. In partiular, we wouldlike to thank those who sent us their raw ounts duringthe Draonid outburst in 2011.1http://www.ste.be
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